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ABSTRACT

Armouredi fightingl vehicles are under constant threat against newly developed antitank ammuni-
tion having higher penetration capabilities, Enhancing protection levels of existing tanks is associated
with increas~d weight and v,olume penalties, affecting tactical mobility of the tank, The complexities
arising in def'igning add-on armour are described along with the remedial measures, It is observed that
even optimum add-on design calls for mi.nor compromise in the usage of a battle tank,

I

I. INTRODUCTION 2. PROTECTION MODES

Projectile-target interaction is a complex met!ll- Protection levels of existing tanks can be

lurgical phenomenon. The race between a~mour and ~nhanced to counter increased threat by superior

penetrator is on, for stamping its superiority on the ammu~ition in the following modes:

battlefield. The fas,t development of penetrator forces an (a) Appli~ation of rolled homogeneous armour

armour designer to take stock of the existing protection ~RHA),
levels to counter the 1ncreased threat. An optimised (b) Application of light weight composite armour

armour system is thJs required to be re-evaluated against (LWCA),
the threat ca~sed by the development of superior I (c) Application of reactive armour (RA),

, I Th ' 't . b 'th k . t ..(d) Application of active armour (AA), andammurutJon. IS ammuru Ion can e el er a me IC .
h d h h I , h ' h t t ' (e) Application of insensitive energetic armour

energy or a s ape c arge avmg Ig er pane ra Ion
1 I 1 I (IEA). .

capabilities. Th~ problcm of increased threat can be Type of mode to be selected will be dictated by

tackled by disc~rding the existi~g armour'system and threat perception, vintage of equipment, 'tactical

going for the new one. However,1 economic constraints, sccnario, cost and lead time. However, irrespective of

especially in the developing cour\tries, do not permit this, the protection mode adopted, the add-on armour proces~

approaph, which is also a time con~uming process. Due to is complex in, nature and the ~omplexities of add-on

these lieasons, the existing armour design needs to be armour arise mainly out of weight and volume penalty

modifibd to meet the challe~ge within permissible limits in case of RHA and LWCA, respectively. While the AA

of weight penalty, cost and time. This modification being system is likely to be quit~ expensive, it may not prove

an afterthought, it ihterferes with the overall design to be a complex pt:ocess. Though RA may offer the least
philosophy of the battle tank. Enhancing protection levels weight and volume penalties, it/is also associated with
of exis~ng tanks thus involves technical and tactical some complexities. In the near' future, probably, IEA

complexities. mode of enhancing protection mpy prove to be the most

effective method with the least complexities.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to deal in detail

about the nature and quantum of complexities arising
out of diff~rent modes of protection, What is intended
Ilcrc i~ 10 Iligllliglll illlp(lrllllll COIIII>lcxilicN UllC 1(1

The aim of this ~aper is to highlight major and minor

complexities of adding armour on ooy battle tank and also

to provide, a considere& viewpoint with regard to the

inherent cqmpromises thdt may have to be mad~ in the
li~ilgC of IIIF lank. J

I
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SOI!1IC or tile importnnl complcxiticsl nrrectillg tllc

performance of the b~ttle tank due to add-on *mour are
(li.o;cll~.0;("(t ht'rt', ,

I

UJJ-UII ligllt wcight l:Ulllpusitc arllluur. l{c;IJl"rS 1113y

note that the term complexity truly indicates the

illlricl1ci("1: I1nd comrJi('l1lioll~ illvoJv("(1 ill IJI(" IJ("~if~1I or

add-on armour on a batlJe tank. 'l'hese complications

mainly arise out of weight and volume of the add-on

armour as it might affect the basic characteristics of a

fighting tank in a direct or indirect manner. What is
1

acceptable or not acceptable is a compromise, in the real

sense, keeping in mind the basic aim of enh~ncing

protection levels of the tank.

3. MAJOR COMPLEXITIES

Mobility, protection and fire power are the three.

important requiremehts of a battle ,tank. While

enhancing protection le-vels, there is 6ound to be an

increase in the weight of the tank. However, with the

application of light weight composite armour materials,

presently used allover the world, weight penalty is

minimised to a large extent in relation (0 the desired

protection level of the tank. The term mobility,

practically means the mobility of the tank and mobility

pf the turret. Mobility of the tank is linked with tlie

horse power of the engine and it is not adversely

affected with the additional weight of the composite

armour required for enhancing the protection level of
the tank: However, what is critical in the design of .

r
add-on armour is the weight penalty on the turret,

affecting its mobility, especially during cross-country
manoeuvering of the tank, involving ground slopes of I

20-300.

3.1 Turret Mobility,,
It is a basic requirement that tu*et be able to rotate

3600 around its axis, but more impo~tantly, acceleration
of the turret is a major requirement due to qactical

considerations, wherein it should be feasible to shift the

gun from one position to the o-her in the shortest
possible time. The rotation of turr~t is imparted by the

gun control equipment (GC¥), which is' at its optimum
level for an existing tank. Additional weight penaJty on
turret for enhancing protection level overloads' acE
and limits the accelerttion of the turret. In a design
situation like this, the following options are open:I

(a) Replace GCE with new one, ,

(b) Modify existIng GCE, and

(c) Retain existing GCE. I ,t I

Optibn of retaining txisting GCE will depepd upon
the mode of protection to a large extent. Hbwever,I
degradation in acceleration of the turref will not be
acceptable to the crew. The questio~ of replacing GCE
with a new one is linked with the overall cost of the

project and may not be acceptable due to budget

restriction. The only option left is to niodify the existing

GCE within resources, with an acceptable compromise
of pro,tection mode, protection level and turret
acceleration. This aspect needs micro level planning andI
experimentation, and it is feasible to strike a balance.

TURRET
~ .

DRlyER'S LINE OF SIGHT

WITH ADD-ON ARMOUR ~\)~~ ;0

1\",'t\O\)"' ~

~~ /
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--
y

~ -JBLIND ZONE

..1INCREASED BLIND tONE

Figure I. Additional armour and Its effect on driver's vision and blind zone.
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3.2 VisioJ Problems :

I Vision devices ~re provided in the tank at

appropriate places for the driver to see the foreground
so as to comfortably manoeuvere the tank, for the

I
commander to ob&erve the battlefield to l-ocate enemy

targets and direct ~he gunner to fire on the enemy tank.

Addition of armour qn hull glacis affects the driver's
j

vision while,the add-on armour on the turret and turret

glacis affects the vision of commander and gunner in
I

the three-me'n crew tank. However, the vision of loader
j

will also be ilffected in a tank of four-men crew,
..

provided ad4itional armour is also located in an area of
the turret which affects loader vision device.

Hull glacis of thp tanksl are inclined to get full

advantage of the slppb of the. armour. In doing so, a

definite blind zone is perforce crdated for the driver. For

the purpose of providing full protection on hull glacis,
I

additional armour will further widen the blind zone

(Fig. I). Two possible solutiods emerge to solve this
I

complexity of design:j

(a) Provide a double slope at hull glacis, and

(b) Raise the.height of the driver's vision device.

Raising the height of vision device wQuld' call for

redesigning of the driver's cupola, which will not be a

cost-effective w,y of solving blind zon.e. Also, raising

the vision device amounts to raising driver's seat which,

in turn, is related to the position of the steering linkages

with re~pect to the' existing seat of the driver. Thus, the

only solutiori left is to provide necessary slope on the,
add-on/armour on hull glacis on the upper edge in the

driver's cupola zone. Also, enJhancing protecpon in this

regio~ can bel under~ken thrJugh innovative design
consideration, 'involving the u~ of costljer materials.
While striking balance bet~een blind zone and

I
I

Figure 3. Upward.opening, front armour to facilitate
driver's exit.

protection, it has to be understood that complexity of

blind zone assumes vital importance with regard to

loading/unloading of the tank on tank transporters and

during crossing of any ditch-cum-bund on the steel

bridge in the hours of darkness.

Similar complexity arises while designing add-on

armour on turret glacis. A cut in the add.on armour, is

to be created in such a way that vi£ion is not adversely

affected in the entire range of field of view of the vision

device.

In doing so, it is quite likely that the ballistic worth
J

of the armour in that location is reduced to a large extent.

It should 'also be appreciated that in such locations of the

turret overall permissible add.on thickness is of very small

order in comparison to other locations. Under these design

cpDstraints, it will be a difficult task for the designer to

offer required protection without affecting vision of the

crew. However, a solution is feasible by examining

varieties of sloping cuts in the armour, .fully supported by

ballistic trial results in each design situation. This design.

exercise thus calls for a large number of ballistic trials for

an optimised solution of maximum protection with

minimum loss of crew vision.

3.3 Driver's Exit

Each one of the crew members in the tank is

provided with a s~parate exi\. so that they can get out

of the tank in an emergency situation. By adding extra
I

armour on the turret front, dri~er's exit gets blocked in

certain positions of the gun. It may look quite simple

but is a serious drawback in designing add-on armour

:I~ no driver would like to /::ct trapped in~i(le the tank,

in cust: of t:xplosion/firt: in tht: fighting compurtm~nt.

One way of solving this complexity is to reduce the

tllil.knc~~ Ilf IIrlllllllr ill frl)llt I)f tllc t\lrrct. Ilowcvcr, it

4 NOSE PLATE
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front cl\n he reduced in the vici,~ity of the ml\ntlet, on

eilher ~ide of the bnrrel to fncilitllte un~crewrng of the

1IInllllcl \J()lt~ nnd di:;cllgnRinR tllc 11111ntlct \Joll,frOlII IIi("

turret sliding block. This solution of having reduced

size of add-on .armour in a location of the turret having

maximum hit probabilitf is not advisable ~rom the

protection point of view and thus is not acFeptable.

Without affecting protection level, mantlet , removal
,

procedure can be laltered by carrying out a minor

modification in the tnountings of the mantlet.

~hmlld he horne in mind tllnt turr('t frolll i~ vulll('rllhle
I

to tllc enemy nttnck (60 per cellt), KeepillR ill view tIle

Ilil prllhllllility llf 1(lrrcl frlllll, rclllll'lillll ill IIrlllollr

1IIickllet)t) will t)eriul/t)ly urfecl ilt) prulecliul\ level III\J

hence no such compromise can be accepted. The

following methods offer desired protection without

seriously affecting driver's exit:

(a) Wedge-sha1>ed armour on turret front (Fig, 2),
and \

(b) Hinged armour on turret front (Fig. 3).

In both the cases mentioned above, add-on armour

is to be designed in two parts. The first part is to be

made integral with the existing turret surface and the

other part can be in the hinged or we~ged shape. H,inged

armour can be made out of light weight comp'i'site

materials and it is likely to be better than the

wedge-shaped armour. However, careful considerations

are required while designing hinged armour as it is

likely to create problems during" cross-country

movement. A simple holding mechanism js to be
designed which can be operated by the driver with ease

and without any loss of time.

3.4 Engine Removal

It is essential to remove the main and auxilia(y

engine of the tank from the engine compartment for

maintenance and repair purposes. By increasing the

thickness of the add-on armour on turret front and sides,

the opening of the engine cover plate and hence removal

of the engine gets restricted. Complexity of engine

removal is to be solved by armour designer with full

knowledge of the engine removal procedure. This

problem can be tackled by designing add-on armour in

two parts. The upper portion of add-on armour of

appropriate thickness can be made detachable for

removing the engine. Another way of solving this

complexity is to design thick armoui as a single unit and
modify the engine removal procedure. From protection

point of view add:on armour should be designed as a

thick single plate.

, I
3.6 Turret Balancing

T',Jrret is welll-balancbd to ~e able'to rotate

smoothly around itk axis even while tl,e tank is

negotiating slopes in the cross-country movement.

Add-on armour, especia,lly in front of the turret,

introduces out-of-balance moments, affecting smooth

rotation of the turret. Out-of-balance moment of turret

adversely affects turret rotation ,while the tank is

negotiating a slope. If the slope of the ground is more
than 20-:25°, the problem is' quite serious and it may

even damage GCE if tried for longer duration. The

main cause of the out-of-balarlc;:e moment of turret is

due to add-on armour w,hich alters the centre of gravity

(c.g.) of the turret. Since the main threat pertains to the

front of the turret, maximum. armour is added in this

location, which, shifts the c.g. of the turret towards the

front portion of the turrelt. While designing add-on

armour, it should b,e kept in mind that shift in the c.g.

of the turret be as small as }))ossible and it can be

achieved by proper selectiorl of armour materials andI ,
their location in the cbmposite armour. Add-on armour

,
on the sides of the turret does not create major

out-of-balance moment of the turret. This is because of

the fact that the shift of the c.g. daused by add-on

armour is very small; as the armou(1 ~ounted on two,
sides of the turret just tries to balance the turret.

,
To solve the problem of Qut-of-bal!lnce moment of

turret, sufficient counter weight is to be ,added on to the
,

turret in, its rear. portion. The I unbalancing can be

minimlsed in two ways. First, by using light weight

armou~ materials in the front of the turret. Secondly,.by

avoiding putting dead weig~t in the rear of the' turret.

Instead, it is advisable to clleate a big t~ol box in the

rear of the turret and place a\l heavier itelms of the tool

boxes in it. These items are available froL the tool

boxes which are ot~erwise r~moved from the side, of the

3.5 Mantlet Removal
I

Add-on armour on front of the turret will adversely

affect mantlet removal on some of the tanks. This

problem can be solved by having detachable add-on
,

armour on turret front, which might have a bearing o'n

the protection levels especially in the front of the turret.

In a simple way, size of the add-on armour on turrrt
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/
turret. Relocating the tool box might cause some 4.5 Relocating Towing Hooks

I I
inconveniencf to the crew initially, but ~t is una~oidable. It is feasible to mount towing hooks on nose plate

in such a manner that it does not affect mounting of the

mine ploughs. Towing hooks should not be mounted on

th~ add-on armour. Redesigning towing hooks to suit

the available space may offer better solution in some

cases.

4. MINOR COMPLEXITIES

There can be some more comnlexities of add-on
.

armour, w~ich can be resolved without affecting

protection level of the tank.
\ I

4.6 Mine Plough Mounting

Antitank mines are laid on expected routes to cause
I

delay in the movement of tanks. For obvious reasons,

these antitank mi~es are to be removed without

affecting speed of action. It is for this reason, that mine

clearing system should be available on tanks. A number

of mounting brackets are thus required to be accom-

modated on the add-on armour module on hull glacisI
and nose plate for mounting the mine ploughs. Such an

exercise would lead to reshaping of add-on armour on

hull glacis near the nose plate, thereby affecting

protection level to some extent. The loss of protection

in this area of hull glacis can be reduced by shaping the
add-on armour in such a manner that it does not have

deep cut in it, either for the purpose of mine plough or

for accommodating the towing hooks.

4.1 Gun Balancing I

.Inl all such cases wher~ add-on armour is mounted

on the mantlet, balancing of the .gun gets affected'as the

gun is mounted on the trunnion block for s\nooth, .
operation while elevating and depressing the gun. To

counter this unbalaAci?g problem of the gun, a

counterweight i$ to be added near the breech end of the

gun. Limited spac.e available between roof of the turret

and breech does ?ot accommodate the counterweight.

This minor co~pJexity can be resolved by casting the

required counte.rweight in such a way that it can be

located in the oradle guard assembly without creating

any problem to the gunner in loalling and unloading of

the gun. The counterwetgHt is to be cast from a material

of very high density so that maxi~um weight can be

created in the available spade in the cradle guard.

5. CONCLUSION

Add-on armour on hull glacis and turret introduces
some technical and tactical restrictions on the usage of

a baitle tank. However, major and minor complexities
arising out of add-on exercise can be resolved to a large

e*terit by the armour designer with close interaction
with the crew. The crew is to be made aware of the

design ~omplexifies and offered, indepth, advantages
and disadvantages of each solution for assessing the
impact of optimum solution on tactical functioning of
the equipment. Finally, add-on exercise may call for
minor unavoidable 'compromises' in the usage of the
tan~ and it should be acceptable to the crew, keeping in
mind' the 'gains' of the increased protection levels of

vintage tanks.

4.2 Relocating Gun Pu,lback Hobks
I

Existing hooks can J>e removed and remounted on

the add-on armour in such a way that mechanical

advantage is not lost. .~t should be ensured, by proper

location of these hooks, that cr~w fatigue is avoided.

4.3 Relocating Stowages
I.

Careful consideration leads to need for relocation

of stowages in different locations of the hull.

Relocating stowages jon the turret is to be avoided to

ensure trouble~free functioning of GCE. Relocating
I

stowages bn hull will always be resisted by the crew as
I

it will be inconvenient to them. IHowever, by changing
I

the tactidal drill, it is a definite feAsibility.
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4.4 Relocating I~ Devices/Head'Lights
I

Due to add-on armour on th~ hull glacis, existing

infrare~ devices I and headlights tare to be removed.

These c.an be mounted on the add-on armour by suitably

rcdc~ighing thc mounting bruckcts, und cn~uring thut it

does not create any additiohal vision problem to the
d .IrIver.
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